Student reports mistreatment

If non-curriculum related (Dr. Jain*)
- Reach out to student (if identified) and offer to meet to learn more
- Meet with the source (or refers to appropriate party) to discuss incident
- Close the loop with student (if identified) and inform them of the outcome

If curriculum related (Dr. Olson)
- Reach out to student (if identified) and offer to meet to learn more
- Meet with the source (or refers to appropriate party) to discuss incident
- Close the loop with student (if identified) and inform them of the outcome

Summary report is shared with Learning Environment (LCC), Committee on Education Policy (CEP) & School of Medicine Dean

*Dr. Jain to forward report depending on source:
- If resident or fellow, forward to Program Director
- If nurse, forward to Toby Marsh
- If staff, forward to Roy Rai